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“The growth rate of the yogurt market slowed down this
year but will likely pick up at a high single-digit level again
in 2021. The outbreak has driven consumer demand for
yogurt as consumers seek better immunity.”
- Pepper Peng, Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•

The impact of COVID-19 on the yogurt market
Segment performance
Launch activity and product innovation
Consumer behaviour and perception towards yogurt
Growth opportunities

Despite the short-term, supply-side challenge at the beginning of the COVID-19 crisis, the yogurt
market has benefited more from the outbreak, thanks to increased attention to health and immunity
management, fuelling demand for dairy in the long term. However, as consumer spending confidence is
recovering cautiously due to financial uncertainty, this will add pressure on premium yogurt sales.
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General immunity-related function is most wanted but specific functions get a boost too
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Interest in Functional Benefits
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General immunity boosting is most wanted functional benefit after COVID-19
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